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Introduction
You know what they say about first impressions: you will only
get one. According to research, 66% of the people are less
likely to return if they feel like the presentation doesn't look
professional. Personal trainers or fitness professionals are
usually occupied with training clients so stuff like branding
often gets put aside.
But get your branding straight and you WILL get more clients
and you can even increase your pricing. Not only you are
showing that you take your business seriously, it is also a way
to connect with your ideal customer.
With this guide, we'll give you a review about branding, what
you need for a style guide and how to start with your own
website. We show you a few examples of succesful brands,
how they connect with their audience and how your brand is
going to get you new customers. With the right strategy in
place, you can easily lift your business to 10K per month.
Ready to hustle hard?
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Unleash your inner entrepreneur at the

10KPT ACADEMY

Learn how to go from personal trainer to
FITNESS ENTREPRENEUR with the 10K Personal
Training Mentorship Program. In 12 weeks
you'll learn everything to grow your
personal training business, ins and outs
about social media and selling strategies.

Sessions include

✓ Professional rebranding
✓ Research your ideal client
✓ Create a solid product that actually SELLS
✓ Access to all documents like sales scripts, copywriting strategies,
content calendars
✓ Private members group to keep eachother HYPED and exchange the
secret juice to success

Get a free 10KPT consultation today

Earn your 10K as a trainer

Chapter 1

What is a brand?
/brand/
noun
A type of product manufactured by a particular
company under a particular name. "A new brand of
fitness apparel"

The rise and fall

Assets & advantages

What is the true definition of a
brand? Thanks to the internet, fitness
brands grow faster than mushrooms
but they fall just as quickly. A brand is
succesfull when it has longevity,
which needs time and adaptability to
unexpected events and new trends.
What distinguishes the one day fly
from the immortal stars in the sky?

What sets you apart from other
brands are your assets and your
advantages: it's something you have
that your ideal client (your avatar)
wants to have. Your advantage is
something you have that your
competitor doesn't have. Once a
brand finds those advantages, it
becomes its calling card and it
should be consistent.
No matter what social media
platform you are using, they should
all demonstrate the unique
experience that your brand is
representing.
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Examples of great brands

Nike &
Adidas

Great brands are hard to forget. They know how to tap into

It's fashion rivalry at it's

those hard to pin down emotions and create a sense of

finest and its fueling

community.

brand awareness. Both
have their instantly
recognizable logo and
athlete ambassadors
but its their healthy

Apple &
Microsoft
The biggest tech giants of
the 21st century. Their
simple and recognizable
logos and consistent
marketing is aesthetically
pleasing. These brands are
so big they attract millions
of loyal users.

competition that keeps
their name on top of
your mind.

Chapter 2
Creating a
fitness brand
strategy
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Chapter 2

The backbone
of your fitness
business
A good brand strategy is not something that
happens overnight. Your brand is so much more
than your logo, your website, the workout plans you
create for clients or your name - it's much more
comprehensive.
Your brand strategy should be the backbone if you
want your business to be succesful. Even more
when you want to make a transition to, let's say,
online personal training. It is a feeling, an
experience that powerhouses know how to tap in.
Want to learn how? The starting point will be your
brand style guide.

www.fithustlebuilders.com

Find your ideal avatar

If you want to effectively find clients, you need to know who they are. Once you have figured out who your ideal
customer is, you'll see it will be so much easier to create content that is adressing this specific customer.

Emma Bradshaw

Molly Steward

Fabienne la Croix

Hospitality entrepreneur

Social Media Manager

31, travels a lot and likes to feel

35, wants to be both mentally and

28, works in a dominant male

confident by staying in shape in a

physically strong to handle her long

environment, wants to gain some

fast paced fashion industry.

hours as a entrepreneur.

muscle to feel strong and confident.

Fashion editor

Demographics

Pains & fears

Start with the objective key demographics like
age range, location, marital status, gender and
income level. This already gives you a better
focus point where your customers might be.

What is keeping them up at night?
What do they struggle with?
What problems are your customers facing?

A day in the life
If you understand what a typical day of your
customer looks like, you will understand better
what is important to them and what not. For
instance, if you're a personal trainer who works in
a financial district, you often get to deal with busy
business professionals who value their time and
struggle with integrating fitness in a busy
schedule.

Once you've figured these questions out, it will be
a lot easier for you to offer them a solution.

What devices do they use?
Where do they read their news? What do they
read? What social media platforms do they use?
Put your information out on those places where
they are looking for information.

Objections

There will always be objections. Before you start
talking to your customer, make sure that you know
all the reasons why they may be hesitant to make a
purchase.
Guard yourself with a list of anwsers to all the
objections that will make the decision process of
your customer a lot easier. Learn all about closing
new clients in our 10K Personal Trainer Mentorship
Program.

Components
of a great
fitness brand
The best brands make
fitness look effortless
Branding is so much more than just a logo you
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put on a sticker.

Components of a great fitness brand
Design of your
website
Your site needs to be simple and
easy to navigate. Make sure your
fonts and colors are consistent.
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Logo

Colors

A logo shows your identity.
Together with your brand name
they offer a chance to tell what
your service is about.

Using the right colors scheme
makes your brand look
professional and effortless. Fitness
brands should opt for bold and
strong colors.
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Tone & voice

Images

What do you sound like? Do you
train business professionals of
young women in their early 20's?
Make sure your communication
style is consistent on all platforms.

Make sure your images reflect the
direction of your brand. Use your
brand guideline to stay on track,
together with your color palette
and logo use.
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"66% of the visitors are less likely
to return if a website doesn't
look professional"

Chapter 3
Where to start with
your website
Get a domain and
publishing platform

Present your
service

Set up a professional
email

Platforms like Wix, Wordpress,

Keep it simple and clean: show

Through platforms like Wix, you can

Shopify makes it even for the

what solution you're offering for

easy create a custom mailbox,

biggest noob possible to create a

your clients problem, your services,

giving your business a professional

website.

who you are and how to contact

look i.e. info@yourwebsite.com.

you. Keep in mind to use your
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branding guideline at all times.

Beautiful designed websites
aren't important because
they look good, but
because they sell better.
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Chapter 4
Branding
guideline

Brand guidelines, are essentially
an instruction manual and rule
book on how to communicate
your brand. They consist:
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A comprehensive description
of what your brand is about
Logos: full logos, secondary
logos, and icons
Color palette: primary and
secondary colors
Typography: font styles, sizes,
and spacing
Other imagery: photos,
illustrations, and artwork

Susan Poeder
Personal trainer experience
I started my own fitness journey in 2013, now working
as a personal trainer. I understand your pains and
needs when it comes to personal branding.

Years of experience
I worked as a brand manager for luxury and fitness
brands for many years. Before FHB I worked for
brands like National Geographic and Masters of LXRY.

Interacting and connecting
Thanks to my background in media and journalism, I

The team to help you stand out

have a passion for storytelling and human connection.
Every body has a story and I am here for you to
discover yours.

Adriaan Hernandez
Personal trainer experience
I worked as a personal trainer in Amsterdam for many
years, training 30+ clients. I know exactly what you
need to get more clients in.

Worldwide experience
I lived in different countries, from Amsterdam to Miami
and Dubai. Expanding your (online) fitness business comes
with it's own challenges so I'm here to help you with that.

Bold & determined
Before personal training I studied International
Business Economics. That business mindset is always
there. Do you dare to take the transition from personal
trainer to fitness entrepreneur?

IS YOUR HUSTLE JUST AS FIT AS YOU ARE?
Get your fitness business in the spotlight with a personalized design and strategy.

Based on your
aspirations
we are BUILDING your

BRAND
WEBSITE
CONTENT
BUSINESS

Level up your fitness business

Book your consultation today

CONTACT & DETAILS

BUSINESS

E: support@fithustlebuilders.com
P: +31613278058
W: www.fithustlebuilders.com
IG : @fithustlebuilders

Chamber of Commerce: 81905211
VAT: NL003346865B86

